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                   Club Mag. for September 2019 
 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 
 

The Stockport Classic Vehicle show on Sunday 11th August turned out to be one of 

those days hampered by a wet start, and a damp day interspaced with dry periods. 

However, we had a good turnout of cars and trucks etc, about 35 club members with 

a few guests. The turnout of motorcycles and motor scooters was probably the best 

ever and the Three Graces car club turned out several Mk 2 Consuls and Zephyrs 

with one Chevrolet Bel-air. We were entertained by Lee Davidge singing songs form 

the 60’s and by the ‘Girls Gone Rockin’ dancers. Alas due to a technical hitch, the 

Mayor of Stockport arrived later than expected but beforehand the awards were pre-

sented with the help of the performing group. In all, a good day out and thanks to all 

who turned up. The security guys from the Council were excellent on the day and 

were more than helpful in keeping all things well under control and moving barriers 

etc as needed. Alas the turn out from other SMBC staff and ‘Totally Stockport’ was 

rather like finding hens teeth and I shall be mentioning this, at my de-briefing meet-

ing. 
 

I have to mention and congratulate Dave Betts and his second-place award at the 

Hebden Bridge Classic Vehicle show with his outstanding Fiat 124 drophead. What 

is amazing is that, I think I am correct in saying, he is the twelfth owner of this out-

standing car and both its condition and rarity are a credit. Well done Dave, I am sure 

there will be a write up later in the mag. (See the Cover photo) 

. 
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At the end of July, Mazda marked the 30th anniversary of the production of its extreme-

ly successful MX5 two-seater sports car. This model has been very successfully updat-

ed since its introduction in 1979 and the anniversary took place at the Caffeine and 

Machine venue at Ettington, near Stratford-upon-Avon in Warwickshire, relatively 

close to the British Motor Museum. We have the benefit of one such very rare example 

in our club, often seen at shows, of a MX5 Eunos owned by club member Andy Robin-

son which is ‘H’ registered. The Eunos was an upmarket variation on the standard 

model with luxury trim and several other features, sold in Japan and I am sure when 

you next see Andy at a club night or at a show, he will be more than pleased to tell you 

about his rare car. I find it very pleasant that we still have an affordable sports car 

available, I am not sure what the survival rate is but one can see several early examples 

out and about. 

 

A motoring gathering entitled the ‘2019 Hagerty Festival of the Unexceptional’, took 

place at the Claydon Estate in Buckinghamshire. Hagerty is one of the specialist Clas-

sic Car insurance specialists. The winning vehicle in this event was a beautifully pre-

served example of an ‘R’ registered 1977 Morris Marina 1.3 deluxe estate car. I was 

loaned a saloon version of a Marina following the temporary loss of my Vauxhall Cav-

alier after an accident, and I could not wait to get the Cavalier back again. One thing I 

remember from the Marina was its extremely noisy clock which could be heard above 

the sound of the engine. 

 

My wife spotted an article in the 27th July edition of the ‘I’ newspaper regarding an 

Austrian classic car race, quite how I missed it, I do not know, because the picture 

shows a Triumph TR2.The event took place for the 27th time and ran between July 24th 

and 27th. Only cars built before 1972 can take part and no electronic devices are al-

lowed with only mechanical devices used to measure speed and distance. Participants 

must observe all speed limits as they drive through the Alps, and drive as closely as 

possible to a given time. The route lasts for 280 miles on each day of the two driving 

days of the four-day event. The Triumph TR2 in the picture bears the registration  

PKV 376 and is one of the survivors of the factory entered cars from the 1955 Le 

Mans, each being fitted with experimental disc brakes. PKV376 was the fastest at Le 

Mans and took 14th place having averaged 84.4 mph. 
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I note that the amount of the dreaded Ethanol in our fuel is to be increased. At present 

5% is added to four-star fuel and 7% to diesel and in theory none is added to five-star 

fuel. There should be a marking on the fuel pump nozzle indicating the amount added 

but beware, a few five-star fuels have ethanol added. There is a move to increase the 

amount of ethanol added but how much and when is not clear but it most certainly 

looks to be imminent. Regarding your more modern everyday transport, I understand 

that vehicles made in the last ten years have to be capable of using the present fuel dis-

pensed. With regard to older vehicles there is a website one can visit which tells you, 

model by model, if your slightly older vehicle will run OK on modern fuels. Sorry I 

didn’t make a note of the site. 
 

At the September meeting we have a visit and presentation from my motorcycle mate 

Kevin Dranfield,. who as well as being a member of the Vintage Motorcycle Club is 

also one of the team behind the Stockport Heritage Trust, not to be confused with the 

Heritage Society. The Heritage Trust have a very good website and have an office and 

display in St. Mary’s Church just by the Market Hall. Well worth a visit, free entry and 

many goodies for sale. I can recommend their tea towels! Mike will be taking care of 

business as I will be in Kefalonia. 
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  September Magazine Cover Photo. 
Dave & Debbie Betts’ Fiat X19  

took 2nd Prize in the  

Hebden Bridge Vintage Show 

1985-1998 category.  -  Well done. 

Another one for H&H CVC 

 

Editorial 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

CHRISTMAS MEAL arrangements 

Weds 11th December 
Yes, we’ll be going to Oaklands Hall, Hyde. 

The Menu to be Published on the next page. 

Price  -  Same as last year. 

Nice big round tables,  

See Helen Bowden 

A booking form will be sent out with the October Mag. 

 

New Members   . 

Brian Cooke has a 2004 Porsche 911 Carrera.S 

Welcome to the club Brian, hoping we’ll see you soon.. 
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Report on Stockport Classic Car  Show  Ray Etchells. 

 

A quick look out of the window early in the morning saw the rain coming down quite 

heavily. Not a nice prospect to have to sit in the car all day. 

However, by about 9.0 am the rain eased off, so Jan and I set off for Stockport, with 

just a hint of rain on the windscreen. By about 10.00 o’clock it had stopped and dur-

ing the rest of the day most members were able to get chairs out and enjoy a pleasant 

day, only an odd dark cloud passing over. 

Around 40 cars eventually made up the show, but we had a good turn out by the biker 

and scooter club members. 

Everyone was given a voucher to go into the market hall if you wanted, and the cafe 

and pub were kept quite busy. 

Entertainment was provided by a singer with a karaoke machine, resulting in some 

people dancing to some of the songs he sang. The Mayor attended, but there wasn’t a 

trophy presented this year. 

Considering the bad start to the day, it turned out quite pleasant. 

Motorcycles overleaf. 

There will be more photos in the Gallery on the website.  (hhcvc.com) 
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Hope Show August Bank Holiday          Chris Howarth  . 
 

We haven’t been to Hope show for years because it has clashed with Woodsmoor, 

but as Woodsmoor wasn’t run this year it was an opportunity to try out Hope. 

The Show is on a slightly sloping site in Hope & the classic cars were on the top of 

the site. We were asked to put chocks under the wheels, which were thoughtfully 

provided as a pile of pieces of wood. 

There were about 100 cars, from the 1920s, to the 2010s, Model T Ford to Aston 

Martin, with examples from many British marques & a few continentals & Ameri-

cans. There were a fair proportion of pre-war cars & 1950s, including a very nice 

Bentley SIII Convertible parked near us. Unusually, whilst there were a number of 

MGs, they weren’t as large a proportion as there often are. 

We had a chat with a number of other car owners & they were a friendly bunch. 

The show had many stands from local & national organisations, some of which were 

of more interest than others. As it was such a sunny day the queues for the ice cream 

vans were daunting & the marquees selling cold drinks were doing a roaring trade all 

day. 

I would thoroughly recommend going next year if Woodsmoor doesn’t run. As they 

were so well supported this year they are planning to increase the area for classic 

next year. I’ve asked that I’m sent either the entry form or link to their website so 

that we can include it in our Diary for 2020. 

Evening Run 28th of August                             Chris Howarth  . 

       
The last Evening Run of the summer wasn’t the best attended Evening Run of the 

summer – the evening was rather murky, although it brightened up as the evening 

wore on. The route instructions set a standard for the future. The front page had a 

map of the area with the route on it, together with the destination, Post Code & 

‘phone number. Inside the route was a tulip as expected, but with the road signs at 

junctions shown with that line of instructions. Difficult junctions were highlighted in 

yellow & there were points of interest noted, one of which was the area of mud 

which was Todbrook reservoir until recently. At the back of the route was the menu 

for The Duke of York. Useful to consider before arriving, especially as they wanted 

food orders before 8.15. 

The route was relatively direct, being 26.8 miles, but went on some nice rural roads 

with the sort of views that we rather take for granted living in the lovely part of the 

world. 

A nice run for the last of the summer evenings. From the 4th Wednesday of Septem-

ber the runs will revert to lunchtime runs. 
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Dunlop advert from 1969 
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MG SECTION REPORT                                                 Paul Clappison 
 

August has been an incredibly wet month, sadly spoiling a number of events and as 

we approached the annual Poynton show which is often cursed by wet weather I did 

have concerns over the event taking place. Fortunately the weather was perfect and 

sun cream and hats were both required on what turned out to be a very hot day.  Ar-

riving first before 8am I was soon joined by a number of members with the MG cor-

ner well represented with just about every model in attendance from the MGA to the 

RV8.  The overall attendance from club members was excellent with a wide range 

of different models of cars and trucks, my personal favourite was a 1952 Beetle in 

dark green that was immaculately presented. 

One of the highlights of the day is the parade of all the vehicles around the show 

arena before the winning car is announced. This year’s show was won by Steve Or-

son and his red MGA, obviously everyone in the MG corner was delighted that it 

was an MG that won the show so a great result all round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following day Richard Lomas, Steve Orson and myself attended the classic car 

show at Capesthorne Hall, Richard in his red RV8, Steve in his green RV8 and my-

self in my GT. This was a very well attended event with a great selection of cars and 

stalls to view and once again the sun shone so overall it was the perfect end to the 

August bank holiday weekend.             
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A Century Of Citroën (part three) 

                                            Anthony Boe Sept - 2019 
Welcome again to the bustling Planet Citroën. It seems we've been here for a 

while now. But as 2019 is a landmark year for this distinctly French car brand, 

there's still lots to see and plenty of exciting stuff on offer. We’ll stay in La Ferte-

Vidame in northern France and have a look at some of the best of breed cars that 

came to celebrate Citroën’s landmark birthday. 

 

It's worth noting in 2019, Citroën is a sub-brand of the PSA Group who also own 

Peugeot, DS Automobiles, Vauxhall and Opel. Alas, despite the remarkable vehi-

cles that bore the double chevron badge, most were made under ownership of oth-

er companies including Michelin and Fiat.  
 

Andre Citroën was indeed an automotive pioneer, but his business skills were 

woefully inadequate. Fortunately, those who took up the purse strings allowed the 

philosophy of engineering innovation to continue unrestrained. Often at a high 

cost. This was probably due to the success of the Traction Avant and later the 

2CV and the idea that quirky can be successful. But that was a genie that often 

retreated to the bottle with many spectacular failures to balance the successes.  
 

It’s surprising the brand has survived for a century given some of the monumental 

strategic mistakes made. Then again, it's a testament to the idea that even today, 

disruptive and novel vehicles can only bear the Citroën badge. 

Hopefully you’ll agree that the following pictures will amply prove this point. 
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OK, it’s high time we left this planet for somewhere else. We’ll look at something 

different next month. So, until then, happy classic motoring everyone 
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Poynton Show 24th August                                    Paul Barratt 
 

Well the sun certainly came out for this lovely local show, one of the hottest days of the 

year and I believe a record breaker for an August Bank Holiday. Just what we need for a 

car show. 

This is without doubt a lovely one day event, if you haven’t been before then I would 

certainly recommend it. There is something always going on, this year, amongst other 

things, we had birds of prey, the return of stunt performer Dangerous Steve, a thrilling 

motorcycle stunt show and lamb racing! Yes, lamb racing, not something I have seen 

before, entitled the Lamb National, it was very funny, and a nice addition to a fun day. 

As usual there is plenty to eat and drink at this show, stalls and games and a good fun 

fair for the younger ones. Craft tent, show animals, livestock, horse displays, horticul-

ture, vintage machinery, and so much more, there really is a lot to keep us entertained 

for the day. 
 

On to the display of vehicles from our club then, and we had a lovely selection. Hope-

fully pics will be up on the Club website soon, please take a look if you can. As most 

will know by now, the website has had a recent overhaul and is looking superb and real-

ly user friendly. Updates, news and pics are all on there so please pay a visit and be-

come a regular visitor as many of us already are. 
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Our display was very nice indeed, we had visitors throughout the day admir-

ing the cars. There were a few cars I had never seen before, the Club has 

many members who may not come to a lot of the events or Club nights, and 

so it is nice to see some of these cars on display, and of course very wel-

comed. For example we had a lovely Austin Metro, a rare sight on the road 

these days, surprisingly so when you consider that they were very common-

place back in the day and had an eighteen year production run, and this model 

had just 13,000 miles on the clock. Very nice indeed. 
 

The customary parade of cars in the main ring was a little later than sched-

uled due to some acts over running I think, but again was enjoyed by many, 

lots of smiles and appreciation from the watching crowds. 

At the end of the Parade once all attending vehicles were in the ring the tro-

phy was awarded to the chosen car, the aforementioned pics will detail this 

for you. The driver, Steve Orson, certainly had a nice wide grin during their 

lap of honour, not sure if this is because of the trophy received or due to the 

show Beauty Queen, who hitched a ride in the passenger seat for this lap, you 

can decide! 

All in all then, a great day for the Club as always, and the usual great day out. 

If you have never been before please do consider it for next time, whether 

coming with the Club or just visiting by yourselves, it really is worth it. 

Thanks for reading, Paul Barratt. 
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The Tale of a Bentley Book II Chapter 54        Chris Howarth 
 

Wouldn’t you think that replacing 2 rubber bushes with a washer each side would 

be a piece of cake? Undo nut on bottom, one washer & bush drops off, push the 

shock absorber rod up through the suspension arm then remove the top bush & up-

per washer, leaving the one either side of the suspension hole there. The new ones 

are simply a slightly dished washer, how complicated can that be. The two washers 

that were still in position were well stuck to the suspension arm. Application of a 

cold chisel removed some of it, but it really was stuck, Eventually it became appar-

ent that the washers had been spot welded in three places so will have to be ground 

off – in a fairly tricky spot. I’m glad that I’m not paying a Bentley specialist to do it. 

That job has been put on one side for the moment. 
 

For the past couple of months there has been an odd one with RUDD. Turning the 

ignition to the start position felt a bit “odd”. Not a neat click but a bit woolly & the 

starter didn’t switch in. I thought that it was perhaps the relay, & this was encour-

aged by the fact that taking it out & wiggling it as I put it back seemed to help, alt-

hough it didn’t effect a cure. Plan A, replace relay. £4.00, so that would do, & that 

was an exact replacement Hella one. A bit frustrating that the problem didn’t go 

away, although it seemed a bit better.  

 

I fell back on Flying Spares website &, looking for “ignition switch” came across a 

little gizmo described as a “coupling ignition switch”, wi10th the description that 

every owner should have one in the glovebox, as they are very prone to failure. 

£7.42  +VAT & carriage. Not bad, I’ll get 2, just in case BB needs one too. I 

thought that would mean that it could be replaced at the roadside. A bit optimistic. 

The manual said an hour to change it, but remember that is for a Bentley trained 

fitter who has done it 10 times. I had it apart in 25 minutes, so going well. The cou-

pling is a small plastic moulding not much bigger than a thimble which connects the 

key surround to the round drive with 2 flat sides for the switch, with a spring set 

into it to give the return pressure for the starter position. Getting the old coupling 

out was straight forward  & the spring came out easily. It turned out that the hole to 

go onto the switch had a crack on one side, so woopee, I’d found something that 

explained the problem.  

 

Getting the new coupling in was rather more difficult. It was an extremely tight fit 

on the shaft & had to be very carefully aligned then pressed in with something – I 

used a pair of mole grips set to just not clamp then squeezed them closed & pushed 

the coupling on. It took a number of goes but eventually it slid the last third perhaps 

& clicked into place rather satisfyingly. Replacing the switch into the dash was an 

interesting challenge. It is held on not by 4 screws as you might imagine, but 4 pins 

that are about 40mm long, each with a spring of the same length, but as the pin has a 

head on it the spring stands out by a couple of mm. Each pin goes through one cor-

ner of the switch, then through the dashboard & is secured by a split pin through a 
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hole about 4mm from the end of the pin. The catch is that it is fitted from  be-

hind the dash & you have to compress the spring & align the pin with the holes 

in the switch & dash, push it far enough to get the hole in the pin  beyond the 

dash then fit the split pin. Now, the ‘human being’ has the small catch that we 

are only fitted with 2 hands & I’m sure that you will have realised that you have 

one hand holding the pin in place & compressing the spring too & you also have 

to find the split pin & put it in place & open the two legs. After getting it lined 

up a number of times but releasing it because it hurts the finger that is applying 

the pressure to the end of the pin, a little consideration came up with the plan of 

setting the mole grips so that it would grip the few mm on the end of the pin 

whilst allowing access to the little hole to fit the split pin. This worked well, 

even though it was still rather fiddly. Still, got it done eventually & tried starting 

the engine. Transformed - & started first time, so a definite result. 

I must get round to doing something on the Rangy & BB… 

.More next month. 
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The electrification of a gem (Cont’d) - the 1933 Austin 7 RP 

                                                                     by member Mike Kelly   

I’m sorry to say I don’t have the next stage - the weather and my work time has been 

against me.   

 

The prop shaft was perfect but there was a ‘key’ missing and I had to await another, 

take the motor out, put it back in……in the bloody rain.  Yesterday I put the running 

boards on and tried to marry a weird shaped bonnet into position - that too is in need of 

reshaping.  

However, All seems to be well enough to DRAG the A7 to ‘Dobbies’ and currently 

‘AGU’ is behaving, so both will be there. 
 

FOR SALE -  

Either one option OR another.   The full car - My 1933 Austin 10, genuine 

barn-find, not touched for 46 years!!!! Rock solid, original paint-

work, but TATTY.  However now fully functioning with hours of la-

bour and many new parts, but still tatty. £6000        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OR - [From Above Car] The complete working engine, gearbox, 

prop’ exhaust, for £1500 - and I will electrify this excellent Austin 

version, so I hope it will save another 10 in need of a drive train. 

E-mail me at “mikelly2@me.com”   or  call 0771 288 7993  
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 me at “mikelly2@me.com”   or  call 0771 288 7993 
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Club Regalia Etc..           See David Bowden 
 

Sweatshirts  -  £18.50 

Polo Shirts  -  £13.50 

V-neck Pullover  -  £18.50 

(All with this logo) 

(Various sizes and Colours to order) 

Hoodies £21.50 

 

 

Grill Badges  -  10.50 

Badge bars   -  10.50 

Fittings   -  £3.50 

Sew-on Badges  -  £5.50 

 

H&H CVC Cordex Bookbinder  -  Holds 12             

Magazines. Bound with the Club Logo, &       

the Year. £5.50 each— Payable to the Secretary.  
 

        
Also on the stage on club nights, a collection of  

Magazines. We don’t charge for these, but if you leave  

a small donation for club funds, it will be much appre-   

ciated.  Please help yourself. 
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Forthcoming Events 
 

September 

                                

Sun  15  th-  Topless around the Peak District. MGOC              

              Run, all Classics welcome, any make. 

                    See our FB page for details. 

Wed 28th  - Club Night  -   Kevin Dranfield is coming from the Heritage Centre 

to talk about engineering in this area from the 1830’s onwards. 

                                                    
 

Wed 25th   First Day Run, Dog & Partridge. Leaving at 11.00 
 

Sat/Sun 28th/29th  -  Bugsworth Basin Steam Rally.  – we’ve been invited to 

take our cars. Please let Chris Howarth know so he can judge 

numbers.  [chris@c-plus.co.uk] 

 
 

 



 

Committee Continued 

Publicity   -                             Helen Bowden  0161  427  3584 

Minutes   -                             Jill Dewsnap    0161 338  2098 

Regalia              -                           David Bowden   0161  427  3584 

Other Committee        -                Eric Dewsnap.   

Charity Co-ordinator         -         Richard Lomas - 01663  742659 

                                                        richard.lomas5@btinternet.com 
  

   

  

  

  

  

 

 
 

Vehicle Valuations for Insurance - Contact Mike Coffey  -  01298  27424 
 

Club email address  - hhcvc@yahoo.co.uk 
 

Contributions for the Magazine in by 1st of the month please. 

Please note that the opinions of the Editor and any Contributors are not necessarily 
 those of the Chairman or Directors of the Club. 
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0161  480  2707   Mob 07977  211213  

 

Subscription Payments possible by Bank Transfer 

National Westminster Bank 

Account N° 40512746   Sort Code  01-05-51 

Or contact Graham/Jean Knowles 0161 439  2106 

Advertising charges . 

Commercial Full page -  £60.00 for 12 months 

½ page   -  £35   for 12 months 

Commercial ad for vehicles one month  £6 

Club member’s personal vehicles -  Free 

Hall of Fame Award Recipients:- 

2012  -  Chris Parr 

2014  -  Bob Plant 

2015  -  Ray Etchells 

2016  -  Fred Dean 
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